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Why we do What we do
As many as seven out of every 10 youths within the juvenile justice system end up returning after their release, largely

BARRY STOODLEY

because they leave without the educational and employment skills and experiences they need to be successful. At PbS we

President, PbS Board of Directors

believe in the potential of every young person. We integrate research into practice to improve juvenile justice outcomes —

As I began my work as a Juvenile Corrections Director in the year 2000, PbS

so that all youths have access to the education, skills, opportunities and connections they need to succeed.

opened my eyes to new possibilities. The various motivational tools and survey
instruments provided through PbS promote positive organizational change and
prioritize a culture of continuous improvement with feedback from residents,

48,000

are detained for non-criminal, non-violent

youths are confined in facilites away from

low-level offenses.

staff, families and others. These are some of the important things that PbS has

home on any given day.

500

50%

35%
36%

JOYCE BURRELL

PbS Board of Directors

are no older than 12 years old.

31%

are incarcerated in adult jails.

Serving on the Board helps me to understand the importance of serving our

Youths in adult jails are five times

population of children and families, and the chance to engage about youth and

more likely to commit suicide.

families of youth whose needs have been missed and mistreated by many public

are under 16.

have not been found guilty and
are awaiting a hearing.

meant to me over many years.

systems.

42% are African-American boys
35% are African-American Girls
Youths of color are nearly five times more likely to be
incarcerated compared to their white peers.

STEVEN LAFRENIERE
PbS Board of Directors

The value of PbS for any jurisdiction is the systemic approach and use of data to
identify indicators that are crucial to maintain a safe, healthy and effective facility.
The process also provides a common language to plan and implement strategies
at all levels that continually improve the quality of facility operations, and the
rehabilitative experience for youth and staff.

What we do
PbS is working to produce better outcomes for these youths, their families and the community.
We conduct rigorous data collection and accurate analysis that identify trends, provide
evidence of what’s working and not working, and support continuous improvement for our
juvenile justice systems.
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Welcome
FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

T

The ultimate measure of a person is not where they stand in moments of comfort and
convenience but where they stand at times of challenge and controversy.”
(Martin Luther King Jr., 1963)

hese words spoken by Martin

lost more lives, more jobs and more

with you to create resources and

stories of perseverance, compassion and kindness. One

Luther King, Jr. ring true as I

homes than white Americans. The

strategies that provide youths with the

of the highlights of the year was speaking with many of

reflect on the year 2020.

death of George Floyd and the Black

critical education, treatment services,

you about the challenges of COVID-19 and hearing so

Lives Matter protests further magnified

life skills, employment opportunities

many inspirational stories of human resilience, caring,

I hope you and your loved ones are

America’s racial disparities and

and family and community connections

generosity and dedication.

healthy and managing the challenges

galvanized support across the country

to become purposeful, healthy and

of the pandemic. I appreciate all you

and the world to end structural racism

contributing citizens.

are doing to continue supporting young

and provide equity for all.

people entangled in juvenile justice

There were also many things I greatly missed — being
together for the annual PbS Agency Coordinators

Deliver additional support and

Training, celebrating the amazing achievements of our

systems in these uncertain and difficult

Amid this crisis, there are silver linings.

training for proven practice changes

participants at the Awards Night and being in the PbS

times. I’m grateful for your ongoing

We have the opportunity to leverage

that positively impact juvenile

office invigorated with the energy of the team and their

dedication to, and support of, PbS and

this support to drive improvements in

justice outcomes, including best

passion for the work we do.

our mission to improve life outcomes

our juvenile justice systems. PbS’ path

practices in supervision, length of stay,

for justice-involved youths. You are

forward is clear: We will work even

staff-youth relationship building and

While the pandemic has changed life as we know

heroes.

harder to ensure these youths — the

reformed practices that reduce the use

it, there is still a lot that we can do and despite the

majority of whom are of color — have

of isolation and restraints.

challenges, PbS is stronger than ever. We have the team,

This year has been a testing time for

the real second chances that they

all, and one that has compounded

deserve. Recognizing that they face

Maximize technology to embed

you, our partners, to achieve what we set out to do. I

the deep-rooted racial inequalities

greater barriers and challenges largely

communication and connections

welcome 2021 with the confidence and gratitude that

that exist across our economic, social

due to their system-involvement, we

between youths, their families, staff

together we will make a difference to better serve the

and civic systems. Disadvantaged

will:

and agency directors — ensuring

youths, families, staff and communities who need it

everyone has the ability to voice their

now, more than ever.

communities were hit hardest by

the technology, the resources and most importantly

the impacts of the COVID-19 virus —

Add new education, employment,

especially communities of color. The

well-being and community

long-standing and entrenched barriers

connection and contribution

For me, the acute human need for

preventing access to essential health

standards based on research and data

connection became more evident than

and food services, employment and

to increase the likelihood of youths‘

ever. And while this year has been

Executive Director, PbS Learning Institute

basic living standards, meant they

success. We are impassioned to work

difficult to say the least, there are many

President, PbS Education and Employment Foundation

most critical needs.

Kim

Kim Godfrey Lovett
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Our Board
T

Joyce Burrell

Mike Dempsey

Joseph Dominick

Director

Director

Director

he PbS Learning Institute is governed by a

eight directors who are elected for three-year terms. The

Coach, Performance-based

Executive Director, Council of

Executive Director, Florida

Board of Directors who advise and support

Board reserves one seat for the current CJJA president

Standards

Juvenile Justice Administrators

Parishes Juvenile Justice District

the organization’s strategic planning, staff

to represent our partner organization, two seats for PbS

David A. Giordano

Steve Lafreniere

Velvet F. McGowan, CPM

Principal, Giordano Law LLC

Executive Director, Alabama

Deputy Director Division of Institutional

Department of Youth Services

Services, South Carolina Department of

and finances. The Board is comprised of four officers

agency coordinators to represent participants and one

— president, vice president, treasurer and clerk — and

PbS Coach.

Barry Stoodley

President

Retired - Former Associate Commissioner Maine Department of Corrections’
Division of Juvenile Services

Director

Director

Director

Juvenile Justice

Simon Gonsoulin

Terri Williams

Megan H. Milner

Shannon Weston, PhD

Angela Williams

Principal Researcher, American

Chief Development Officer,

Director of Community Based

Director of Quality Assurance/Public Information

Assistant Vice President of

Institutes for Research

Community Solutions, Inc.

Services, Kansas Department of

Officer, Alabama Department of Youth Services

Program Quality, JCCA

Vice President

Treasurer

Clerk

Director

Director

Corrections – Juvenile Services

PbS hones in on the measurements that were important to our
success moving from a correctional model to one that was
therapeutic and focused on positive youth outcomes.”
(Simon Gonsoulin)

Kids have been my life’s work. Serving on the PbS Board of Directors allows me to
further the work of positively impacting youths and juvenile justice systems throughout
our country.”
(Joseph Dominick)
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Participants

E

very year as many as 200

amidst the challenges posed by the

facilities and agencies across

COVID-19 pandemic. All participating

the country participate

correction, detention, assessment and

and contribute to providing us with

community residential programs had

the valuable data that helps us to

to adjust on a daily basis to ensure the

understand the trends and issues

safety and health of the youths, staff

impacting incarcerated youths.

and their families.

The large number of facilities that
participate in our program ensures

PbS participants span all regions. In

that the data is meaningful and

addition to providing participants

reflective; and more importantly, that

with training and technical assistance,

the continuous improvement measures

PbS supports their work in smaller

made are impactful.

regional groups. These four regions
— Northeast, South, Midwest and

In 2020 juvenile justice leaders and

West — convene at regular intervals to

professionals in 46 agencies in 32

keep the momentum and networking

states continued to participate in PbS’

strong in between the annual PbS

continuous improvement cycle —

Agency Coordinators Trainings and

collecting data, analyzing reports and

to include more staff in PbS training

implementing improvement plans —

opportunities.

This is Thier Contribution

Current participants

Newest participants

Past participants

In 2020 PbS was implemented in

PbS added participants from five

PbS has been involved at some

32 different states as shown in

states this past year as outlined

point in every state except for

dark blue on the map.

in red on the map.

Wyoming.

INCIDENT REPORTS

STAFF SURVEYS

YOUTH SURVEYS

17,220

8,181

6,077

YOUTH RECORDS

FAMILY SURVEYS

5,795

1,566
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COVID-19
What The Pandemic Taught Us

What Worked
As the pandemic brought about change and new ways of doing things, there were important lessons along the way. We have
the opportunity to learn from these lessons and make the necessary changes to achieve better outcomes for youths.

More frequent communication

Remote education and visitation resources

Remote visitations made it possible for more frequent com-

Funding was made available to help families and youths with

munication between youths and their families.

internet access and an increased inventory of laptops and
Chromebooks facilitated remote visitation.

Virtual counseling and programs
Virtual meeting platforms broadened the reach of

Creative activities

Facilitating the safety of youths and

clinical work, family counseling and

While juvenile justice agencies in 33

counseling and clinical programs and made them more

Staff came up with creative new programs such as sewing

staff in our nation’s secure facilities

activities. Agencies had to respond

US states showed a 27% reduction in

available to youths.

masks and other activities to keep youths engaged.

took on new meaning with the

immediately to daily changes in

the adolescent detention population

COVID-19 pandemic. Mandates for

operations, practices and policies, and

between March and May, 2020, it is

Improved staff-youth relationships

Practicing safety

visitation, quarantining and screening

it called on everyone — youths, staff,

hard to imagine a population harder hit

More youths than ever said they trust staff, staff are fair,

Youths adapted to wearing masks, maintaining social

had to be established, and protocols

agency leaders and families — to work

by the pandemic than detained youth.

staff genuinely care, staff say more positive comments than

distances and spending less time in group activities such as

set up for meal-times, group work,

together to stay safe and healthy.

negative and other indicators of better relationships.

meals and recreation.

The Impact
Visitation
In-person visits by family members, case workers, teachers,
visitors and attorneys were ceased.

Education
Education, recreation and activities were reduced or
eliminated.

Quarantine
Facilities used various strategies including individual
isolation, isolating groups in units and quarantining newlyadmitted youths and youths who showed symptoms.

Recreation
While most recreation was reduced or put on hold, some
facilities with youths quarantined together were able to
continue sports, including basketball.

The true heroes are the direct care staff, the juvenile justice youth
development specialists, who show up day in and day out, risking their own
health and their families’ in order to be with the youths.”
(Nancy Carter, Massachusetts Department of Youths Services)
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History

Employment Matching
PbS Employment Matching Award
created to promote opportunities and
work experiences by matching earnings

Family Surveys

Reentry Standards

Largest Database

500+ surveys collected from youth

OJJDP grants federal funding to develop

PbS database reaches over 211,000

Barbara Allen-Hagen Award

family members through Family-Youth

reentry measurement standards

incident reports, 134,000 youth

Barbara Allen-Hagen Award launched

Initiative to develop meaningful facility-

Kids Got Talent

surveys, 149,000 staff surveys and

to recognize outstanding facility

family relationships

PbS Kids Got Talent contest launched,

nearly 18,000 family surveys

Youth Survey

25th Anniversary

celebrating youths voice and talent

improvements

First Youth Climate Survey created to
understand youth perspectives

1995

1998

2002

PbS Developed

2004

2007

2008

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2019

Incorporated

Community Programs

Survey Kiosks

New Awards Programs

Foundation

PbS Learning Institute incorporated

PbS for community residential

Touch-screen kiosks launched to

PbS Scholarship Fund established to

PbS Education and Employment

Recognized

programs launched

reduce the need for manual data entry

support youths and staff pursing post-

Foundation established to promote

of paper surveys

2020

PbS wins the Innovations in

Expansion

secondary education and PbS Reentry

and support opportunities for justice

Government Award from Harvard

178 facilities, 48 detention centers and

Award launched to ease the transition

involved youths

Kennedy School‘s Ash Center

14 assessment centers across 25 states

moving into the community

for Democratic Governance and
Innovation

20 Facilities
New standards implemented in the
first 20 volunteer facilities

2021 and beyond
In 2020 PbS celebrated 25 years of working to

It takes many hands to make a difference. Led by

deliver positive impacts to youths, their families

the data and together with the facility staff, families

and the community, by improving juvenile justice

and the greater community, we will continue to

outcomes. The COVID-19 pandemic prevented us

provide the support, resources and opportunities to

from celebrating the milestone as we had hoped,

help youths find and build their place in community.

so we will be recognizing our achievements and the

Look out for another National PbS Day, amazing

incredible people that have helped us succeed this

PbS Awards celebrations and more ways we can

year in 2021.

celebrate our work together.
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Technology

How we do it

Coaching

PbS is constantly working to provide the most cutting-edge tools to juvenile justice providers to help them
better gather and analyze data quickly and intuitively. In 2020 we expanded on our powerful web-based
applications to deliver improved user experiences and provide additional resources to those using PbS.

All participants are assigned
a PbS coach to support and
guide them in using PbS.

New Website

New Kiosk

Training

Blueprint

A variety of training and

The roadmap to achieve

The fourth generation PbS Kiosk was

assistance, online resources

positive outcomes and sustain

of 2020. The update gives the site a newer,

released. The new lightweight open-back

and the PbS Help Desk.

high performance.

more modern design that is phone and

design and advanced remote support ca-

tablet friendly.

pabilities make it easier than ever to collect

The PbS website received a facelift in March

surveys of youths, staff and families on the
touch-screen terminal.

Technology
Designed to minimize data
collection efforts and increase
the accuracy of data reported.

Performance Profiles

Reentry Survey Report

A new Performance Profile Report was set

A new interactive Youth Reentry Scale Survey

live in June 2020. The Performance Profile

Report was set live in June 2020. Toggles

Attended by over 100 juvenile justice professionals from across the country and spanning five time zones, the Performance-

is the only report in PbS to encapsulate all

on this report will display every question

based Standards (PbS) annual Agency Coordinators Training was held virtually for the first time since it started in 2006. The

three parts of the data collection cycle by

on a Likert scale (ex: Strongly Agree, Agree,

two-day training included a special guest speaker presentation by Dr. Elizabeth Cauffman, Professor of Psychology & Social

connecting data quality, outcome measures

Disagree, Strongly Disagree options) as well

Behavior at UC Irvine, on adolescent development; a roundtable discussion with facility staff; a panel discussion on facility

and improvement plans.

as provide a field average.

Virtual Agency Coordinators Training

improvement planning and the annual awards celebration.
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Awards
Barbara Allen-Hagen Award

McLaughlin Youth Center
Correction

Florida Parishes JDC
Detention

Kids Got Talent

This year, we received a total of 30

Correctional Facility in Grants Pass,

produced and performed an important

entries for the Kids Got Talent Contest.

OR, played an emotional cover of Ed

public service announcement on Prison

The entries were submitted online via

Sheeran’s song, “Photograph,” as a

Rape Elimination Act (PREA). One of

Following multiple data collections, the PbS Staff Climate

Inspired by the PbS process and community,

video, but that did not stop the youths

tribute to those who had to leave their

the youths was also a recipient of the

Survey results demonstrated a high level of fear for

Florida Parishes Juvenile Detention Center has

from demonstrating their vast array of

families behind.

2020 PbS Scholarship and Employment

safety, and management knew it was time for a change.

been committed to learning new approaches to

skills and talent. Backed by the facility

The group winners were three young

Matching Award.

They knew improvements would require extensive staff

detention and continually improving their policies

Youth Ukulele Band, the talented

men from Ferris School for Boys in

input and needed to include unit programming and

and procedures. Striving to keep their practices

solo winner from Rogue Valley Youth

Wilmington, DE. This group wrote,

behavior management training in order to be successful.

aligned with the Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

While an increase in communication between leadership

model, the team reflected on their use of restraints.

and staff was key to McLaughlin Youth Center’s success,

In revisiting practices, several changes to protocols

the facility team additionally implemented new trainings

were made including only authorizing supervisors

on trauma. They implemented the Trauma-Informed

to use certain types of restraint tactics and the use

Effective Reinforcement System (TIERs) program on

of verbal de-escalation techniques was emphasized

girls’ units and cross-trained on other units. Training

and encouraged. With less invasive techniques, direct

of secondary trauma, symptoms, effects and available

care staff could establish a good rapport with youths,

supportive services were provided to all line staff and

and youths felt more open to trusting staff. Keys to

trainings on the Control Tactics behavior management

the process were training on CBT, as it emphasizes

system were completed and implemented.

changing negative thinking, and increasing supervisor
support of staff.
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Activities

New Reentry Survey and Comparison Report
The PbS Youth Reentry Survey was launched in 2020 based
on the research and findings of PbS’ Reentry Measurement
Standards project (2015-2019), which showed the importance
of asking youths about their perceptions of being prepared

Goals and Standards Review

97 %

and ready for reentry. Agency administrative records provide

agreed they understand what is expected of them

an important but only partial picture of the services provided

when they leave

— we need to hear from the youths themselves.

PbS’ goals and standards have guided the juvenile justice field to adopt research-based best practices for more than a

The new survey asks 78 multiple choice questions on youths’

quarter of a century. They were intentionally written to be aspirational and promote what works, with the understanding

perceptions of their preparedness and readiness. The survey

that sustainable systemic change takes time. For example, 20 years ago few agencies believed they could conduct suicide

questions ask them about the skills, tools, resources and

prevention screenings within the first hour of a youth‘s admission and now, the vast majority of PbS participants (more than

safety nets that, based on research and experience, have

89%) do so.

been shown to help them be prepared when they leave
and provide reflections on the impact of the services they

In 2020 PbS began a refresh of the goals and standards starting by integrating the research and findings of the PbS Reentry

received. Given the steep challenges they face and the

Measurement Standards project supported by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). The revised

developmental dynamics of the adolescent brain, PbS also

standards were shared with members of the Board of Directors and selected individuals for feedback and further revisions.

identifies measures that indicate youths’ confidence, hope,
resiliency and willingness to show up — whether or not

Some of the changes include:

WHAT WE LEARNED

prepared — to take action.

95 %

agreed they can meet the expectations of their
reentry plans

96 %

agreed they are confident they will achieve their
reentry goals

79 %

agreed it will be easy to pay their rent/living
A total of more than 5,000 Reentry Surveys were administered
to youths shortly before they left correction, detention,

Reentry
Planning

Education and
Employment

Fairness

Renaming the Reintegration area

Adding a new area “Education and

Revising the “Justice” area to

PbS kiosk allowing youths to enter their answers directly. The

“Reentry Planning” and adding

Employment” to increase focus on

“Fairness” and building in equity as

results are available every six months.

three standards for youths’

education and employment and

a higher standard for fairness

community connection and

the need to connect academic

For the first time, the new Reentry Survey Scale Report

contribution

learning with career goals and

compares the youths’ responses to the average of all other

preparation

similar PbS participating agencies.

assessment or community-based residential programs. The
survey also is available for youths who are ending community
supervision and is being pilot tested in four regional
probation offices. The survey is available on the handheld

expenses

79 %

said it was important to know people who are
different from themselves

50 %

said they had participated in formal discussions
about discrimination
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Grants
PERFORMANCE-BASED STANDARDS FOR JUVENILE PROGRAMS INITIATIVE
Juvenile justice leaders and professionals know more now than ever what works to provide public safety, hold youths
accountable and deliver effective services that address the needs of youths and result in positive outcomes. The problem is
the disconnect between what we know works to reduce reoffending behavior of youths and what practices and services are
being implemented in facilities across the country. Data shows juvenile justice agencies continue to struggle with high rates
of recidivism, high costs of incarceration, and in too many facilities, dismal to dangerous conditions of confinement.

Recognizing the need to connect research to practice and

THE INITIATIVE HAS THREE OBJECTIVES

better understand the extent to which effective practices
are being implemented in facilities, the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), Office of

Engage, train and implement PbS in up to

Justice Programs, and US Department of Justice launched

12 states, territories and Tribal Nations that

the Performance-based Standards (PbS) for Juvenile

are not currently participating

Programs Initiative to expand access to the PbS continuous
improvement program. In September 2020, OJJDP awarded

IMPROVING JUVENILE REENTRY PROGRAMS’
DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

PbS funding for three years to increase the number of youths

Work closely with OJJDP to identify any prio-

In February, after a year of preparation synthesizing the findings from PbS’ Juvenile Reentry Measurement Standards

and facilities achieving positive outcomes, and to establish

rities or emerging issues that PbS data cur-

and National Center for Juvenile Justice (NCJJ)’s Model Data Project, PbS publicly announced new training opportunities

a robust, national dataset for research and data-driven

rently captures and modify and/or expand

available through the Improving Juvenile Reentry Programs‘ Data Collection Analysis and Reporting project — a cooperative

decision-making.

data elements to include new data

agreement with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP).

Build a researchable dataset and establish

PbS with project partners NCJJ and the American Institutes for Research (AIR) convened reentry teams for trainings in April

a process for researchers to access the data

and May. Designed to be virtual for a larger reach, participants from five agencies in four different time zones attended the

to conduct analyses focusing on safety,

first training. An additional three agencies in three different time zones attended the second training. Participants were

programming, conditions and quality of life

provided with the most recent, comprehensive and research-grounded information on what data effectively measures and

to inform the field and increase positive

monitors reentry practices and services.

outcomes
PbS and the project team accepted applications from agencies for the intensive technical assistance opportunity. Through
the competitive application process, OJJDP and PbS selected three jurisdictions to begin work in late 2020 — the Connecticut
Judicial Branch Court Support Services Division; Iowa Department of Human Rights, Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice
Planning; and Travis County Juvenile Probation Department in Texas. A team of PbS and NCJJ staff will coach the selected
teams in the best practices of using the reentry measures to improve their programs, services and operations. PbS reviewed
additional applications for a second cohort to begin work in 2021.
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Foundation AWARDS
SCHOLARSHIP
The PbS Scholarship Fund was established in 2016 and as of 2020 PbS has given out a total of $30,000 in Scholarship
Awards. This year PbS received 11 applications from three youths and eight staff. We recognize we did not receive as many
applications as usual, most likely due to COVID-19 and the uncertainty of traditional schooling in the near future. PbS was

supporting Education and Employment

T

able to award $6,000 in scholarships this year, split among two youths and two staff.

REENTRY AWARD
The year 2020 marks the fifth year of the PbS Reentry Award and we celebrated by giving out more than double the awards

here are as many as two million young people —

help ease the transition from a facility to living in the com-

we’ve given in the past and offering two rounds of awards for young people leaving juvenile justice facilities. This awards

some as young as 10 years old — who come into

munity. The first round, which awarded $500 to all 10 youths

season was different: In addition to facing the challenges of transitioning to living in the community, they also faced a

contact with the juvenile justice system every year,

who applied, showed the need not for linens or household

pandemic. We received 10 outstanding applications for the first round of awards and supported all of them with $500 gift

most for non-violent behavior common to adolescence:

items as in the past but for food and clothing. As one young

cards at local department stores. Hearing the need for more support in their applications due to the pandemic, the PbS

truancy, missing curfews or disorderly conduct. The majority

person told us:

Education and Employment Foundation held a fundraiser to support a second round of awards, resulting in $1,600 being

of youths come into the system as a result of the disadvan-

distributed evenly among the eight applicants.

tages they’ve experienced such as poverty, trauma, homel-

“If I was to win the award I would use it to help my Grandma. She

essness and abuse. Most are also youths of color, 16-17

got laid off while I was here and it’s been hard for her to find work

EMPLOYMENT MATCHING AWARD

years old, with poor reading and math skills, unmet special

due to her health issues so while I’m looking for work the money

In 2020 PbS received 51 applications for the Employment Matching Award, the most received since the award was started

education needs and little to no employability skills or work

will help put groceries in the house.“

four years ago. With lots of thought and consideration, the Foundation Advisory Board selected 14 youths to receive up to
$1,000 to match their earnings between July 1- Sept. 1, 2020. The applications included two questions that asked the youths

experience.
Led by the PbS Youth Coordinator, the Foundation also held

what they needed to achieve their career goals and what they learned that would help them. Their answers pointed to needs

The coronavirus pandemic has exacerbated the formi-

our first fundraiser in the form of a virtual webinar “Creating

of continued education, work experience, professional connections and continued personal development. Youths indicated

dable barriers they face when they leave: unstable living

Real Second Chances,” with a guest panel of youths and

that they learned about creating professional relationships, customer service, work ethics, integrity and specific trade skills.

situations; food insecurity; schools that won’t accept them;

parents. The panelists answered questions and shared their

restrictions on eligibility for financial aid, military service and

deeply personal stories with a virtual live audience, helping

public housing; exclusion from jobs because of their system

them to understand the realities and challenges that youths

involvement and lack of basic life supports such as trans-

face when they reenter the community. Proceeds from the

portation and day care. All of that in addition to our nation’s

event made it possible to support a second round of reentry

systems and structures that maintain racial inequity for

awards resulting in $1,600 going to eight young people.

Congratulations to all who participated. We look forward to next year‘s entries.

people of color.
Through our three awards — the Scholarship, Employment
PbS established the Education and Employment Foundati-

Matching and Reentry Awards — the Foundation gives

on in August 2019 to try to change that. We believe there

youths critical support to finish college degrees or earn

should be education and employment equity for all youths.

credits, provides them with resources to enable them to
purchase basic living necessities, and gives them the skills

In light of the challenges posed by the pandemic, in 2020 the

and experience to improve their opportunities to find em-

Foundation added a second round of Reentry Awards and

ployment. In 2020 the awards contributed over $22,000, and

awarded gift cards at major department stores to youths to

35 youths were motivated and supported toward success.

$13,548
Raised by the Foundation to
go directly to youths

18

Youths received a
reentry award

51
Applications for
employment matching
awards
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operating budget
69% Participants
10% Reentry Grant

Revenue

Finances

18% Expansion Grant
3% Foundation
1% Other Income

Total: $2,275,000

PbS’ transition in 2004 from a free,

In addition to fees for services, PbS‘

agencies in the states, territories and

federally-funded project to an

revenues in 2020 included funding

Tribal Nations who do not currently

independent, self-sustaining non-

from the Office of Juvenile Justice and

participate in PbS and engage and

profit program established sound

Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) for

encourage them to join.

51% Personnel

financial stewardship practices and

two projects, which provide nearly

values that have kept us fiscally strong

one-third of the total revenue. The first

In addition, PbS received two grants

31% Contractual

to this day. We prioritize providing

project is a $1 million grant project

from the Annie E. Casey Foundation in

maximum benefit to our participants

entitled: Improving Juvenile Reentry

2020. The first supports a new project

and the work with our agency partners

Programs‘ Capacity for Data Collection,

collaborating with an information

in order to create greater impact for

Analysis and Reporting. This work

technology management company, to

youths, staff, families and communities

began in 2018 and provides training

develop a tool to turn PbS data into

involved in juvenile justice. Our fair

and technical assistance to further

a researchable data set. The second

pricing model spreads the costs of

the work of a prior grant that resulted

grant provides $10,000 for the PbS

services among the participants and

in the PbS Reentry Measurement

Education and Employment Foundation

keeps costs down as more participants

Standards. The second grant for $1.5

to distribute in 2021 as scholarships to

join. The price for participation has

million was awarded September 2020

youths with lived system experiences.

increased very little over the last 10

and is for a new project entitled: PbS

years while revenue has increased to

for Juvenile Programs Initiative. The

$2.2 million in 2020.

project provides support to engage

Expenses

5% Travel
3% Trainings
7% Office Operations
1% Marketing
2% Technology

Total: $2,136,127
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We offer special thanks to :
2020 PbS Barbara Allen-Hagen Award Selection Committee
JOE COCOZZA

MELISSA SICKMUND

MIKE DEMPSEY

PbS Board of Directors

Retired, National Center for Mental
Health and Juvenile Justice
Council of Juvenile Justice
Administrators

SIMON GONSOULIN

National Center for Juvenile Justice

BARRY STOODLEY
MICHAEL UMPIERRE

Center for Juvenile Justice Reform,
Georgetown University

American Institutes for Research

LINDSAY HAYES

National Center on Institutions and
Alternatives

2020 PbS Kids Got Talent Judges as ea. Ut odit quodis idenime.
JOZY BERNADETTE

CHYRL JONES

NAOMI EVANS

MARY ANN SCALI

Musician, former contestant on The
Voice
Coalition for Juvenile Justice

PATRICK GRIFFIN
MacArthur Foundation

OUR TEAM Even while working remotely in 2020, we remain committed to treating all youths as one of our own.

ART Contest

I

National Juvenile Defender Center

MARC SCHINDLER
Justice Policy Institute

2020 Agency Coordinators Training Planning Committee

AL LICK
JESSICA MONCADA

SHANNON WESTON
YOLONDA FRIERSON

Members of the Foundation Advisory Board

n honor of PbS’ 25th anniversary,

(pictured left and on the cover) from

youths were asked to share their

North Dakota Youth Correctional Cen-

thoughts on success with art and

ter is an inspirational and star-studded

a short companion essay. The winner

display of what success looks like to the

was selected based on how well the

artist. Additional finalist artwork can be

piece reflected the theme of success.

viewed on the back cover. Thank you to

PbS received 48 entries from 44 artists

all of our entrants.

across the country. The winning entry

Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention

NATE BALIS
JACLYN CIRINNA
STEPHEN KAPLAN

Our Coaches

KARL ALSTON
JOYCE BURRELL
LOIS JENKINS
RUSS JENNINGS

KIM GODFREY LOVETT
ILIANA PUJOLS
TERRI WILLIAMS

AL LICK
DAN MALDONADO
JANICE SHALLCROSS
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